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2019 OPOP Annual Retreat
Event schedule
DAY 1  |

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
BUSINESS MEETINGS – OPOP Committees

12:00–15:30

LUNCH (provided for members of meetings), Canterbury Room

12:30–13:15

MEETING 1: Steering Committee (members only), Canterbury Room
Chair: Allison Crawford

13:15–14:00

MEETING 2: Steering Committee (members only), Canterbury Room
Chair: Allison Crawford

14:00–15:30

MEETING 3: Francophone (members only), Canterbury Room
Chair: Michèle Tremblay

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
16:00

REGISTRATION

16:30–17:00

COCKTAIL RECEPTION, Chelsea Room

17:00–17:30

WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS
Opening: Master of Ceremonies and Elder
Welcome: Allison Crawford and Giuseppe Guaiana
Introductory remarks: Chandlee Dickey

17:30–20:00

DINNER, Chelsea Room
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: I’m OK but YOU need professional help:
Changing lives—one laugh at a time!
Speaker: David Granirer
Closing remarks: Allison Crawford and Giuseppe Guaiana

20:00–21:00

RESIDENT ACTIVITY, Chelsea Room
Champion: Sheena Ghodasara

#OPOP2019
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Event schedule

DAY 2  |

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18

7:00–8:30

BREAKFAST (Best Western)

9:00–9:15

WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS, Chelsea Room
Opening: Elder
Welcome: Allison Crawford and Giuseppe Guaiana
Introductory remarks: Elder

9:15–10:00

SESSION 1: Developing educational competencies and curricula for outreach psychiatry, Chelsea Room
Chair: Denise Canso
Presenters: Allison Crawford, Cheryl Pereira, Sara Armata and North de Pencier

10:00–10:45

SESSION 2: Comparing models of telepsychiatry at
CAMH: Data from a feasibility study, Chelsea Room
Chair: David Rodie
Presenters: Anne Kirvan and Hamza Sandhu

SESSION 3: How to incorporate
telepsychiatry in the NOFPP (FR),
Chelsea Room
Chair: Michèle Tremblay
Presenters: Michèle Tremblay and
Benjamin Fortin-Langelier

10:45–11:00

BREAK

11:00–11:45

SESSION 4: Program integration through outreach and telepsychiatry, Chelsea Room
Chair: Heather Flett
Presenter: David Rodie

11:45–12:30

SESSION 5: Applying collaborative approaches to improving community service navigation,
Chelsea Room
Chair: Sharon Labonte-Jacques
Guest speakers: Donna Forget and Sandra Watson

12:30–13:00

LUNCH, Chelsea Room
Blessing: Elder

13:00–13:30

WRAP-UP & EVALUATION, Chelsea Room
Closing: Elder
Closing remarks: Allison Crawford and Giuseppe Guaiana

At least 25% of this program is dedicated to participant interaction.
This event is an Accredited Group Learning Activity (Section 1) as defined by the Maintenance of Certification Program
of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, and approved by Continuing Professional Development,
Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, Western University. You may claim a maximum of 4.5 hours (credits are automatically
calculated).
Each participant should claim only those hours of credit that he/she actually spent participating in the educational program.
This program has no commercial support.
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Welcome
Dear participants,
I am pleased to welcome you to the 21st Annual Retreat of the Ontario Psychiatric Outreach Program (OPOP). This
year we explore “Managing Complexity in Outreach—Laughing, Engaging, Navigating,” co-hosted by OPOP and the
Extended Campus Program (ECP) at Western University. We are thrilled this year to host from London.
The retreat is a one and a half day interactive learning opportunity that takes place each fall and brings together the
OPOP network of collaborators and key stakeholders for shared professional development, strategic planning and
business meetings.
We have an excellent lineup of contributors focused on the themes of system navigation and complexity in outreach.
Please review this event program and the detailed learning objectives for each of the innovative sessions.
The planning committee and I hope you will find value and inspiration from this year’s event, and that together we
continue to strive for access, equity and quality in the provision of mental health care for the communities we serve.
Thank you to our presenters, planning committee and team members for their contributions to this event.

Sincerely,

Allison Crawford
OPOP Director
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Mot de bienvenue
Chers participantes et participants,
C’est avec plaisir que je vous souhaite la bienvenue aux 21e Journées annuelles du Programme d’extension en
psychiatrie de l’Ontario (PEPO) qui s’articuleront autour du thème suivant : « Gérer la complexité dans le cadre des
services d’extension – Rire, s’investir et s’y retrouver ». Cette année, les responsables du PEPO et ceux du Programme
d’extension du campus (PEC) de l’Université Western sont ravis de vous accueillir à London.
Cet événement automnal d’une journée et demie constitue une occasion d’apprentissage interactif et réunit les
collaborateurs et les principaux intervenants du réseau associé au PEPO au cours de séances de perfectionnement
et de planification stratégique ainsi que de réunions administratives.
Nous avons une excellente brochette d’orateurs qui aborderont les thèmes de la navigation dans le système de santé
et de la complexité des services d’extension. Veuillez prendre connaissance du programme de cet événement et des
objectifs d’apprentissage détaillés pour chacune des séances novatrices prévues.
Le comité de planification et moi-même espérons que vous trouverez cet événement utile et inspirant, et
qu’ensemble nous continuerons de nous efforcer d’offrir des services de soins de santé mentale accessibles,
équitables et de qualité aux collectivités que nous servons. Nous sommes reconnaissants envers les animateurs,
le comité de planification et les membres de l’équipe pour leurs apports à cet événement.

Cordialement,
La directrice du PEPO,

Allison Crawford

2019 OPOP Annual Retrreat
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Mission
The Ontario Psychiatric Outreach Program (OPOP) is committed to providing clinical service,
education and support of the highest quality to communities throughout Ontario, particularly
communities that are rural, remote or considered under-serviced in terms of mental health care.
We will continually strive to provide interprofessional, contextually relevant community-oriented
service and education.
Les responsables du Programme d’extension en psychiatrie de l’Ontario (PEPO) s’engagent à
offrir des services et de l’enseignement cliniques, des services de sensibilisation et d’information
ainsi que du soutien à l’ensemble des collectivités de l’Ontario, en particulier aux collectivités
rurales, éloignées ou jugées insuffisamment servies en matière de services psychiatriques. Nous
nous emploierons sans relâche à assurer des services multidisciplinaires, d’enseignement et de
sensibilisation pertinents et axés sur les collectivités.
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Day 1

Day 2

KEYNOTE: I’M OK BUT YOU NEED
PROFESSIONAL HELP: CHANGING
LIVES—ONE LAUGH AT A TIME!

SESSION 1: DEVELOPING EDUCATIONAL
COMPETENCIES AND CURRICULA FOR
OUTREACH PSYCHIATRY

Presenter: David Granirer

Presenters: Allison Crawford, Cheryl Pereira,
Sara Armata and North de Pencier

What’s so funny about mental health? As far as awardwinning counsellor and stand-up comic David Granirer is
concerned, everything! In this hilarious presentation, David,
who has depression, will do comedy about his mental
health journey and tell you about Stand Up for Mental
Health, his award-winning program that teaches standup comedy to people with mental health issues. You’ll get
to see a whole new perspective on mental health both at
home and at work, and you’ll get to see how David creates
recovery—one laugh at a time!
Learning objectives
•

Explain how people with mental health issues can
use humour to create a cognitive shift where bad
experiences form the past become great comedy
material.

•

Identify the process by which marginalized groups use
humour to invert the power structure.

•

Describe how people with lived experience use humour
to empower themselves and gain cognitive control.

Through OPOP, we have been working to develop
competencies for psychiatry residents and faculty using
a qualitative approach that engages learners, faculty and
other stakeholders. This work emerged out of resident
safety concerns, including emotional and cultural safety
within our program. We have completed the analysis of
24 in-depth interviews. Thematic analysis fits within the
CanMEDS framework, but also highlights the importance
of reflective practice and mentorship within the outreach
context for professional identity formation. This workshop
will provide updates on this research project and share a
preliminary analysis.
Workshop participants will discuss the key findings and
contribute to future program developments in light of the
findings.
Learning objectives
•

Identify the need for competencies for clinical outreach.

•

Reflect on preliminary research findings about core
competencies in clinical outreach for health care
trainees and faculty.

•

Participate in developing next steps for our educational
programs.

2019 OPOP Annual Retrreat
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SESSION 2: COMPARING MODELS OF
TELEPSYCHIATRY AT CAMH: DATA FROM
A FEASIBILITY STUDY
Presenters: Anne Kirvan and Hamza Sandhu
Within the outreach context, CAMH Telepsychiatry provides
general psychiatric assessments and consultations to
adults throughout Ontario. In the 2018–19 fiscal year,
the program provided over 2900 patient consultations
across 250 communities where access to mental health
services is often limited. The program offers two distinct
models of care: the general provincial referral model
(GPRM) and the integrated care model (ICM). In the GPRM,
patients are placed on a waitlist to be assessed by the
first available psychiatrist for a one-time consultation. In
the ICM, psychiatrists seeing patients are partnered with
a community-based organization for regularly scheduled
direct and indirect patient care. By virtually embedding
a psychiatrist within a community-based organization,
the ICM seeks to increase continuity of care and enhance
primary care providers’ capacity to manage the mental
health needs of their patients.
Data collected from patients who have received care in
the ICM has consistently demonstrated high levels of
satisfaction. To further evaluate the program, CAMH
Telepsychiatry has conducted a research study examining
patient mental health outcomes between the ICM and the
GPRM. This workshop will present the research findings.
Participants will have an opportunity to ask questions and
discuss opportunities for growth, innovation and quality
improvement in telemental health.
Learning objectives
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•

Describe the different models of telepsychiatry and how
they propose to address the geographic disparities in
accessing mental health care.

•

Discuss program expansion and explore opportunities
for continued growth.

•

Reflect on research findings comparing two models of
telepsychiatry.

Managing Complexity in Outreach

SESSION 3: HOW TO INCORPORATE
TELEPSYCHIATRY IN THE NOFPP
Presenters: Michèle Tremblay and
Benjamin Fortin-Langelier
This session will discuss how the Extended Campus
Program at Western University (ECP) and the Northern
Psychiatric Outreach Program at CAMH (NPOP-C) programs
integrated telepsychiatry in their outreach practice and
describe the Telepsychiatry Clinic at the Royal Ottawa
Mental Health Centre. Through facilitated discussion,
participants will reflect on and discuss the concepts
necessary for the NOFPP to meet the needs of the people
of northern Ontario through telepsychiatry.
Cet atelier portera sur la façon dont le PEC et le NPOP-C
ont intégré la télépsychiatrie dans leur pratique de
sensibilisation et sur la clinique de télépsychiatrie du Centre
de santé mentale Royal Ottawa. Grâce à une discussion
animée, les participants réfléchiront et discuteront
des concepts nécessaires pour que le PPFNO réponde
efficacement aux besoins de la population du Nord de
l’Ontario grâce à la télépsychiatrie.
Learning objectives
•

Discuss how our outreach partners, ECP and NPOP-C,
have intergrated telepsychiatry in their outreach
practice.

•

Discuss the Royal Ottawa Mental Health Centre
Telepsychiatry Clinic.

•

Participate in developing the concepts necessary for
the NOFPP to meet the needs of the people of northern
Ontario.

SESSION 4: PROGRAM INTEGRATION THROUGH
OUTREACH AND TELEPSYCHIATRY
Presenter: David Rodie
Could adopting practice to emerging technology help bridge
the gaps in health systems, such as regional disparities in
access to care? This session will offer various perspectives
on the clinician experience of providing outreach psychiatry.
It will also look at lessons learned to better integrate
telemental health care into practice and discuss working
toward a stepped care model of outreach psychiatry.
Learning objectives
•

Discuss the clinician experience of providing outreach
psychiatry services.

•

Identify facilitators to collaboration and relationshipbuilding at a distance.

•

Recognize key considerations for integrating
telepsychiatry with in-person care.

SESSION 5: APPLYING COLLABORATIVE
APPROACHES TO IMPROVING COMMUNITY
SERVICE NAVIGATION

The SNG focuses on four core components—engagement
building, service matching, information and referral, and
collecting navigation data. These components include a codesigned navigation website and data system.
This workshop will explore key processes that enabled
meaningful adoption of the SNG by community providers
and that have placed it on track to be sustainable.
Participants will discuss the power of collaborative models
for improving service navigation for patients with complex
needs.
Learning objectives
•

Recognize key considerations and core components that
contribute to effective, staff-supported navigation of
community services.

•

Describe the SNG model and how it can support
primary care providers in managing complex patient
needs, featuring the SNG website and database as
examples.

•

Reflect on the potential value of the SNG model of
co-design and implementation planning and how it
might apply to practice.

Presenters: Donna Forget and Sandra Watson
Care for people with mental health or addictions issues
requires a holistic approach, which typically cannot be
delivered by a single service provider. Service providers from
diverse sectors are regularly called on to support patients
by navigating them to other services that can meet their
needs. But staff may have limited knowledge about services
outside of their own sector and often only refer to their
existing connections.
A Service Navigation Guide (SNG) was co-designed and
implemented by a local collaborative of diverse community
service providers in a northeast Ontario district. Its goal is
to strengthen the connection between patients and the
services they need, across the spectrum of needs related to
mental health, addictions and developmental disabilities.

2019 OPOP Annual Retrreat
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Presenters biographies
Rosaria (Sara) Armata is a research analyst for ECHO Ontario Mental Health and the Ontario Psychiatric
Outreach Program at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. She has a master of public health
degree from Queen’s University. Her interests lie in program evaluation, mental health research and
qualitative research.

Denise Canso is the program manager of the Ontario Psychiatric Outreach Program and CAMH
TeleMental Health Service. She is an experienced management professional who has worked in
both public and private sectors. Her previous roles focused on research management, social and
epidemiological research and health care infrastructure planning across four provinces and one territory.
She has a bachelor of arts degree from Queen’s University and a master of science degree from the
University of British Columbia, and is a designated project management professional.
Allison Crawford is a psychiatrist at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and an associate
professor in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Toronto. She is associate chief of Outreach and
TeleMental Health, medical director of the Ontario Psychiatric Outreach Program and co-chair of ECHO
Ontario Mental Health and the ECHO Ontario Superhub. Her research focuses on achieving quality and
equitable health care through technological innovation, working with communities to provide care that
is culturally relevant. In addition to doing clinical work in Nunavut, she was involved in developing the
National Inuit Suicide Prevention Strategy with Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami. She is also scientific advisor to the
Inuit Circumpolar Council and to the Sustainable Development Working Group of the Arctic Council.
North de Pencier

Chandlee C. Dickey is a professor and the chair of psychiatry at the Schulich School of Medicine and
Dentistry at Western University, and chief of psychiatry at St. Joseph’s Health Care London and London
Health Sciences Centre. She completed her psychiatry training at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,
MD. She completed two fellowships at Harvard Medical School—a research fellowship in brain imaging
and a clinical program in neuropsychiatry—and was also an associate professor. Her prior research career
focused on the neurobiology of social cognition deficits in schizotypal personality disorder. She received
the 2017 Outstanding Psychiatrist Award for Education from the Massachusetts Psychiatric Society and
the A. Clifford Barger Excellence in Mentoring Award from Harvard Medical School in 2018.
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Heather Flett obtained her medical degree at McMaster University in Hamilton and completed her
specialty training in psychiatry at the University of Toronto (U of T). She is a staff psychiatrist at the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health and associate director of the Postgraduate Wellness Office for Post MD
Education at U of T. She is also a consultant psychiatrist for Arctic Bay, a community in Nunavut. She has a
strong interest in medical education and completed the Education Scholars Program in 2014–2016 at U of T.
She is currently completing a master’s degree in health professional education with Maastricht University
in the Netherlands, with a thesis focusing on health provider wellness and adverse events.
Donna Forget has been employed with Nipissing First Nation as a program manager since founding
the True Self / Debwewendizwin Program in 2006. She has been involved in facilitation and knowledge
exchange workshops and seminars with a focus on mental wellness, women’s health, domestic violence
and human resources issues. At the governance level, she has been involved with the Ontario Peer
Development Initiative, Nipissing University Board of Governors, People for Equal Partnership in Mental
Health, the Local Training and Adjustment Board, North Bay Municipal Accessibility Advisory Committee,
ODSP Local Planning and Coordination Group, AIDS Committee of North Bay and Area and the North
Bay Psychiatric Hospital Volunteer Association. Donna sits on the board of directors for the Nipissing
Community Legal Clinic and the Lived Experience Recovery Network. She is a member of Nipissing
University and Canadore College’s Indigenous Council on Education.
David Granirer is a counsellor, stand-up comic, author and founder of Stand Up for Mental Health
(SMH), a program that teaches stand-up comedy to people with mental health issues. David, who
himself has depression, is featured in the VOICE Award–winning documentary Cracking Up. He received
a Life Unlimited Award from the Depression Bipolar Support Alliance, an Award of Excellence from the
National Council of Behavioral Health, a Champion of Mental Health Award and a Meritorious Service
Medal from the Governor General of Canada. He was recognized as one of the 150 Canadian Difference
Makers in mental health. A sought-after keynote speaker, he also works with mental health organizations
in Canada, the United States and Australia to train and perform with SMH groups.
Giuseppe Guaiana graduated in medicine from the University of Milan in Italy. He started his residency
in psychiatry at Eastern Piedmont University in Novara and moved to the United Kingdom to complete
it. He has been an assistant professor (clinical lecturer) at the University of Hull, United Kingdom, and
an attending physician in psychiatry at a state psychiatric hospital in Switzerland. Currently, he is an
associate professor of psychiatry at Western University and clinical director of the North of Superior
Program. He is also chief of psychiatry at Saint Thomas Elgin General Hospital, director of the Extended
Campus Program at Western University and the mental health clinical lead for the South West Local
Health Integration Network.
Anne Kirvan is a clinical services consultant at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH).
As a social worker specializing in mental health, Anne contributes to the development, coordination,
implementation and evaluation of ECHO Ontario Mental Health and the TeleMental Health program
at CAMH, while also helping to bridge the two services.

2019 OPOP Annual Retrreat
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Benjamin Fortin-Langelier obtained his medical degree from the Université de Sherbrooke in Quebec. He
completed psychiatry specialty training at the University of Ottawa, and a fellowship in family therapy at
McGill University. He joined the Royal Ottawa Mental Health Centre in 2016. His main interests are shared
care and psychotherapy education. In addition to providing telemedicine services, he is involved in fly-in
psychiatric care for northern Ontario francophone communities.

Cheryl Pereira is a research coordinator with the Outreach and ECHO Ontario Mental Health team
at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. She has a bachelor of science degree from McMaster
University and a master of public health degree from Lakehead University. She is currently supporting
the coordination of evaluation and research activities focused on areas around mental health capacity
building and resident psychiatric outreach.

David Rodie is a psychiatrist at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and medical head of the
Telepsychiatry department. He is the medical lead of the PARTNER’s project funded by the Medical
Psychiatry Alliance. His role as a medical lead involves providing supervision and support to the research
team in managing clients with both physical and mental health issues. He is also a lecturer in the Faculty
of Medicine at the University of Toronto.

Hamza Sandhu is a research analyst at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. He coordinates
and administers research activities for the Telepsychiatry Research Study and assists in project planning,
recruitment, reporting and analysis. Hamza also provides support to the senior leadership of the Medical
Psychiatry Alliance. He has supported the development and implementation of a multisite scorecard and
oversees various other administrative and staff services.

Michèle Tremblay is clinical director of the Geriatric Psychiatry Program at the Royal Ottawa Mental
Health Centre, an associate professor at the University of Ottawa and director of the Northern Ontario
Francophone Psychiatric Program. She works with geriatric psychiatry mental health teams and behaviour
support Ontario specialists in northern Ontario communities, including Timmins, New Liskeard, Kirkland
Lake and the Matheson–Iroquois Falls–Cochrane region. In Ottawa, she divides her time between working
on a specialized geriatric inpatient unit, seeing outpatients and doing administrative work.
Sandra Watson is an implementation specialist in the Provincial System Support Program at the
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. She is the implementation specialist for the Nipissing Service
Collaborative, whose goal it is to bring community partners together to co-design, implement and
evaluate an innovative and evidence-generating practice to connect patients to local health and social
services in Nipissing District. She also supports youth integrated services (YIS) initiatives, including Youth
Wellness Hubs Ontario and the Frayme YIS Learning Institute taking place in November. Sandra has a
bachelor’s degree in education, a master’s degree in sociology and a certificate in adult education.
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Thank you
Speakers and presenters
Sara Armata, Denise Canso, Allison Crawford, North de Pencier, Chandlee Dickey,
Heather Flett, Donna Forget, Benjamin Fortin-Langelier, Sheena Ghodasara, David
Granirer, Giuseppe Guaiana, Anne Kirvan, Sharon Labonte-Jacques, Cheryl Pereira,
David Rodie, Hamza Sandhu, Sandra Watson, Michèle Tremblay

Planning committee and team members
Megan Backtash (ECP), Shelly Bassett (CAMH), Sandy Brooks (CAMH), Denise Canso
(OPOP, manager), Lindsay Cecile (ECP), Allison Crawford (OPOP, director), Kelly Duong
(CAMH), Diane Gratton (NOFPP), Giuseppe Guaiana (ECP), Kate Hayes (UWO), Sharon
Labonte-Jacques (CAMH), Stephanie Paquette (NE LHIN), Hema Singh (CAMH)
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on collaborative approaches to improving community service navigation.
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We encourage our members to spread the word about
this year’s OPOP retreat on their social media channels.
#OPOP2019
#PEPO2019

6060b / 10-2019

Be sure to include this year’s hashtag

